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Charge transport through quantum dots via time-varying tunnel coupling
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We describe a mechanism for charge pumping through tunnel-coupled quantum dots in the regime of strong
Coulomb blockade. The quantum state of an additional electron within the structure is steered by changing the
tunneling couplings between neighboring dots. Appropriate tailoring of the interdot tunneling rates allows one
to design the instantaneous eigenvalues of the system Hamiltonian. A combination of adiabatic following and
Landau-Zener tunneling results in the transfer of charge from one dot to the neighboring one. Coupling to
electron reservoirs via weak tunnel barriers then allows one to implement an electron pump.
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Single electron devices allow for the controlled trans
and pumping of charges through small metallic islands
semiconductor quantum dots.1,2 Monochromatic time-
dependent electric fields have been demonstrated3 to lead to
photoassisted tunneling through coupled quantum dot4,5

where resonant tunneling via two controllable discrete lev
can be modulated by applying an oscillating signal to
gate electrode or by irradiating the structure with mic
waves. Consequently, different schemes for double
pumps, i.e., devices for the transfer of electrons between
reservoirs at the same chemical potential, have been
gested for monochromatic6 and pulsed irradiation.7

An alternative pumping mechanism is the slow parame
change of system parameters such as tunnel rates. Alth
the original single electron turnstile experiments1 relied on
adiabatic electron transfer, the adiabatic control of the w
function itself is a relatively new topic. Experiments in op
dots8 have demonstrated the feasability of an ‘‘adiaba
quantum electron pump.’’ These systems can be describe
noninteracting mesoscopic scatterers.9 This allows for the
generalization of a number of concepts from metallic s
tems, such as mesoscopic fluctuations,10,11 symmetries,11 or
resonances,12 to the time-dependent case.

In this work, we describe a mechanism for charge pum
ing throughthree tunnel-coupled quantum dots attached
electron leads~reservoirs! in the regime of strong Coulomb
blockade. The main idea is to achieve pumping by perio
cally varying not the coupling to the leads but by varying t
~inner! couplings among the dots, which are an intrinsic p
of the whole quantum system~the triple dot! itself. Appro-
priate tailoring of the tunneling rates between neighbor
dots then allows one to design the instantaneous energies
wave functions of the structure. A combination of adiaba
following and Landau-Zener tunneling results in the trans
of charge from one dot to the neighboring one. Coupling
electron reservoirs via constant tunnel barriers then allo
one to implement an electron pump completely based o
quantum mechanical mechanism.

The minimal structure for our scheme to work is shown
Fig. 1 and consists of three dots (L, C, andR) coupled via
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time-varying tunnel barriers. The left and the right dot a
also coupled, via additional tunnel barriers, to electron r
ervoirs. Only the ground states take part in the process
charge transport and their energies are tuned, via gate
ages, so thatER.EC.EL . In the numerical calculations we
will set EC50 and takeER52EL[E0. The energy splitting
E0[\v0 will then be taken as a scale for the energy a
1/v0 will be the time unit.

We assume the charging energy of an additional elec
in the triple dot so large that the system is effectively d
scribed by a four-dimensional Hilbert space with ba
$u0&,uL&,uC&,uR&%. Here u0& is the ‘‘empty’’ state~no addi-
tional electron in the structure!, and uL& (uC&,uR&) corre-
sponds to an additional electron in the ground state of the
~center, right! dot.

We first discuss the effective one-particle problem of t
isolated~no coupling to the leads! triple dot. The effective
Hamiltonian is

H~ t !5ELuL&^Lu1ECuC&^Cu1ERuR&^Ru1\T1~ t !@ uL&^Cu

1uC&^Lu#1\T2~ t !@ uC&^Ru1uR&^Cu#, ~1!

with Ea (a5L,C,R) the energy of the ground states of th
different dots, andT1 , T2 the tunneling constants, assume
to be real ~negative! for the sake of simplicity, between
neighboring dots.

To illustrate the principle of the proposed mechanism
charge transport, we neglect dephasing processes, such a

FIG. 1. Semiconductor structure consisting of three dots coup
via tunnel barriersT1 andT2. The left and right dot are also couple
to electron reservoirs~leads!.
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interaction with the phonon bath, so that the evolution of
system is ideally coherent and corresponds to the wave f
tion

uc~ t !&5cL~ t !exp@2 iELt/\#uL&1cC~ t !exp@2 iECt/\#uC&

1cR~ t !exp@2 iERt/\#uR& ~2!

whose coefficients obey the Schro¨dinger equation

ċL~ t !52 iT1cC~ t !exp@2 i ~EC2EL!t/\#, ~3a!

ċC~ t !52 iT1cL~ t !exp@2 i ~EL2EC!t/\#

2 iT2cR~ t !exp@2 i ~ER2EC!t/\#, ~3b!

ċR~ t !52 iT2cC~ t !exp@2 i ~EC2ER!t/\#. ~3c!

Consider first the ideal case in which the tunneling betw
neighboring dots can be completely suppressed, i.e., the
neling ratesT1 and T2 can be tuned between zero and a
arbitrary valueTi<0. Then, an appropriate tailoring of th
time-varying tunnel rates between the dots results in pair
level crossings and anticrossings, in profound analogy w
the energy spectrum of atoms in static electric and magn
fields.15 In the adiabatic limit,16 the state of the system coin
cides with the instantaneous eigenstate of the Hamilton
Therefore it is possible to steer the wave function of
additional electron by changing the parameters~tunnel cou-
plings! of the system Hamiltonian. In our case, adiaba
following corresponds to the transfer of charge from one
to its neighbor dot. If the additional electron initially is in th
center dot@ca(0)5daC#, turning on the couplingT1 induces
a mixing between the center and the left dot. As a result,
electron spreads into the left dot~Fig. 2, bottom left! and the
energy levels of the coupled system~left and center dot! are
pushed apart for increasinguT1u ~Fig. 2, center left!.

For EL,EC,ER , a sufficiently large increase ofuT1u re-
sults in a crossing of the energy level of the right dot with t
higher energy level of the coupled left- and center-dot s
tem. Clearly, ifT2 is kept at zero, a slow increase ofuT1u and
subsequent decrease to zero does not produce any chan
the state of the system, which follows adiabatically. This
the situation described in the left column of Fig. 2. In th
way no charge transport is produced.

We now show that a pulsedT2 tunnel coupling com-
pletely changes the time evolution of the system, so t
adiabatic following results in a nonzero charge transp
through the structure. This is the situation examined in
right column of Fig. 2. In fact, a pulsedT2 can transform a
level crossing into an anticrossing, as shown in Fig. 2~right
column, center!. If the T2 pulse is shorter than theT1 pulse
and it is centered around the position of a crossing of
unperturbed system~i.e., a crossing forT2[0), only one of
the level crossings will become an anticrossing. In this w
the adiabatic following of the system results in the transfe
the additional electron from the initial dot to the neighbori
one as shown in Fig. 2.

The process can be iterated, and by exchanging the ro
T1 andT2 the electron can be transferred adiabatically fro
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one side of the structure~say, the right dot! to the other side
~the left dot!. The corresponding procedure is shown in F
3. In fact, assuming the additional electron is initially loca
ized in the right dot, it can be transferred to the center dot
the same sequence of tunnel-coupling pulses as above: a
T1 pulse is applied, which alone would produce a pair
level crossings; a shorterT2 pulse changes the second lev
crossing into an anticrossing, so that the electron is adiab
cally transferred to the center dot. For the transfer from
center dot to the left one the role ofT1 and T2 are ex-

FIG. 2. Tunnel-coupling pulse sequence~top! and corresponding
time evolution of the energy eigenvalues~center! and populations
~bottom!. The populationsPa5ca* ca (a5L,C,R) are determined
by numerically solving the Schro¨dinger equation~3!. The left col-
umn corresponds to the case in which only one tunnel couplin
nonzero (T2[0), while for the right column both couplings ar
pulsed.

FIG. 3. Transfer from the right dot to the left one. The orga
zation of the data sets is the same as for Fig. 2.
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CHARGE TRANSPORT THROUGH QUANTUM DOTS VIA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 245301
changed: it is nowT2 which produces the pair of level cros
ings with T1 playing the role of the control pulse, i.e.,T1
changes the last crossing into an anticrossing. In this way
adiabatic following results in the transfer of the addition
electron to the left dot.

We now include the coupling of the triple dot to the lead
and show that in this case the above mechanism allows
to transfer electrons between two reservoirs~the left and
right leads! kept at the same chemical potential, see Fig
The corresponding tunneling rates are denoted byGL and
GR , respectively. The chemical potential of the electron r
ervoirs is tuned somewhere in between the energies of
left and right dot, so that electrons can tunnel into t
quantum-dot structure only from the left lead and esc
from the structure only through the right barrier~see Fig. 1!.
For weak coupling to the leads, the dynamics of the coup
dots can be described by a master equation4,13,14 for the re-
duced density matrixr of the dots, which in our case read

ṙLL5 iT1@rLC2rCL#1GLree, ~4a!

ṙCC5 iT2@rCR2rRC#1 iT1@rCL2rLC#, ~4b!

ṙRR5 iT2@rRC2rCR#2GRrRR, ~4c!

ṙee52GLree1GRrRR, ~4d!

ṙLC5 ivCLrLC1 iT1@rLL2rCC#1 iT2rLR, ~4e!

ṙCR5 ivRCrCR1 iT2@rCC2rRR#2 iT1rLR2
1

2
GRrCR ,

~4f!

ṙLR5 ivRLrLR2 iT1rCR1 iT2rLC2
1

2
GRrLR , ~4g!

where va,b5(Ea2Eb)/\ (a,b5C,L,R) and ree corre-
sponds to the ‘‘empty’’ state.

The sequence of tunnel couplings appropriate to tran
electrons from the left to the right reservoir is shown in F
4 ~top left!, together with the resulting energy eigenvalu
~bottom left!. We numerically solved the master equation~4!;
results for the populationsPa5raa (a5e,L,C,R) are re-
ported in Fig. 4~bottom right!. Results for a closed system
i.e., without coupling to the leads, are also reported for co
parison~top right!. In the latter case, the time evolution co
responds to the transfer of an additional electron from the
to the right dot. In the case of an open system, the transfe
charge to the right dot is followed by a charge leakage to
right lead at a rateGR . At the same time, charge flows from
the left lead into the structure. In this way there is a n
charge transport through the triple dot which after the tunn
coupling sequence@including a ‘‘leakage time’’ of the order
of 1/min(GL ,GR)] is returned to the initial state with~al-
most! the whole charge in the left dot. Furthermore, also
tunnel couplingsT1 ,T2 are back to their initial zero value.

The total chargeQ pumped through the structure during
cycle, i.e., during a time interval@ t i :t f # which includes the
sequence ofT pulses and the leakage time, is
24530
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Q52eE
t i

t f
GLreedt52eE

t i

t f
GRrRRdt. ~5!

Note that Eq.~5! is valid only in integral form. In fact, the
charge can pile up temporarily within the triple dot so th
the instantaneous value of2eGLree, i.e., the current flow-
ing from the left lead into the dot structure, is different fro
2eGRrRR, the current across the barrier between the ri
dot and the lead.

Results of numerical calculations for the chargeQ for
different strengths of the coupling to the leads are reporte
Fig. 5. In the limit of weak coupling to the electron rese
voirs, i.e., for smallGL andGR , approximately one electron
per cycle is transferred from the left to the right lead. Ho
ever, it should be noted that a weaker coupling to the le
results in a slower electron pumping, because of the lon
leakage time.

The scheme for adiabatic transfer as described abov
based on the existence of pairs of level crossings and a
crossings. In our structure, a levelcrossingcorresponds to
the suppression of tunneling between two neighboring d
(T1 or T2 set to zero!. However, it is in general not possibl
to completely suppress the tunneling between neighbo
dots, as this would correspond to infinitely high and/or thi
tunnel barriers in real space. If the tunnel rates are kep
nonzero valuesTi,0 all the time, the previous degeneraci
at the level crossings are lifted and the crossings beco

FIG. 4. Charge transport through tunnel-coupled quantum d
Left column: the tunnel-coupling pulse sequence~top! and corre-
sponding time evolution of the energies~bottom!. Right column: the
evolution of the populations, as determined by Eq.~4!, including
the coupling to the leads (GL50.1, GR50.05, bottom!, and for a
closed system (GL5GR50, top!.

FIG. 5. Charge pumped through the triple dot in a cycle a
function of the tunnel rateGL , at different values ofGR /GL .
1-3
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anticrossings. This is consistent with the fact that in a fin
one-dimensional potential there are no level crossings fo
particle without internal structure.17

We have repeated our calculations by adding a small
finite offset to the tunnel ratesTi(t)→T01Ti(t). The time
evolution of the system essentially remains unchanged w
the only exception being the previous level crossings t
now turn into anticrossings. Although for smallT0 (T05
21026 in our calculation! the resulting level splitting is very
tiny, the transfer mechanism across these points now
Landau-Zener tunneling, whereas outside the ‘‘nearly cro
ings’’ the dynamics remains adiabatic. It should be noted t
in the extreme case of arbitrarilyslow tuning of theTi(t), the
Landau-Zener tunneling becomes exponentially small
there is no transfer of charge at all any longer.

Finally, we comment on parameter ranges relevant fo
possible experimental realization in coupled semicondu
few-electron quantum dots. Experiments in double do18

have demonstrated that three gate voltages can be us
tune the tunnel couplingT and the ground state energies
two quantum dots, although an independent manipulatio
two couplingsT1 andT2 in triple dots is bound to be mor
difficult. In our calculation, we assumed that the ground st
energy difference\v0 between two adjacent dots fulfill
\v0!U,D, whereU is the Coulomb charging energy andD
the single particle level spacing within a single dot. Typic
values areU,D;1 meV in coupled lateral dots with a diam
eter of ;200 nm.18 Assuming\v0;0.1 meV, we find that
.
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the typical operation frequencynª1/(t f2t i) of the pump is
n;108 s21. The temperature smearing of the Fermi dist
bution is negligible ifkBT!\v0;1 K. For these param-
eters, the inequalityhn,kBT!\v0!U,D holds.

The described quantum pump is based on the possib
to steer the triple dot wave function by varying the tunn
couplings. In the intermediate steps of a pumping cycle,
additional electron is indeed prepared in a superposition
states corresponding to neighboring dots. As an additio
test of the pure quantum nature of the proposed pump
mechanism, we studied numerically the effects of an in
dots relaxation rateg which transforms superposition o
states into mixtures. For the parameters mentioned abovn
is smaller or of the same order as ratesg due to phonon
emission. Fortunately, we verified that it takes relative
large relaxation ratesg*v0 for the charge pumped in a
cycle to drop to zero. Further studies for the crossover t
completely incoherent transport regime are under way.

In conclusion, we have proposed a mechanism for cha
pumping through triple quantum dots. Coupling to extern
reservoirs allows for adiabatic pumping of electrons. T
quantum state of the additional electron within the struct
is steered by changing the tunnel couplings between ne
boring dots. Appropriate tailoring of the time-dependent tu
nel couplings allows the transfer of electrons from one do
the other. Weak couplings to electron reservoirs then per
one to implement an electron pump.
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